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The Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) are encouraging many districts to seek support to 
help their students meet these expectations. School and district administrators have a crucial role in supporting 
teaching practices that engage and meet the needs of diverse learners. We offer five courses during the 2019–
2020 school year. Courses will support administrators in MCMI Mathematics PD Consortium districts, as well as 
interested administrators from other districts. Courses are strongly connected to the themes of MCMI teacher 
professional development to promote coherence and support collaborative action in districts and schools. 
Administrators may also attend the other MCMI sessions for teachers or teacher leaders. 
 
Course 1: Laying a foundation for supervision to support mathematics learning (One half-day — October 3, 
2019) 
This half-day mini-course is designed for administrators in their first year participating in MCMI or for those who 
have not attended any professional development.  
 
We will focus on the crucial role of the instructional supervisor in promoting high-quality mathematics teaching 
and learning and begin to build a foundation for administrators to support teachers in creating active, engaged 
problem-solving mathematics classrooms. Participating administrators will develop their ability to look into 
classrooms to see the Standards for Mathematical Practice in action. They will become more familiar with a few 
key project resources that teachers use for problem-solving, formative assessment, and student discourse. We 
will introduce central ideas in NCTM’s Principles to Actions and the TRU Conversation Guide. Administrators will 
also collaborate and share with colleagues to develop a professional community in support of long-term 
mathematics improvement. 
 
Course 2: Supporting effective mathematics teaching and learning — from Principles to Actions 
(One full day — November 12, 2019 —ISBE Credit approved— Course #1721) * 
 
To improve student learning of mathematics, we must create classrooms where all students are actively engaged 
as mathematical problem-solvers, discussing and making sense of their solutions. This requires teachers, and the 
administrators who support and supervise them, to work together. In this course, we will explore the guiding 
principles articulated by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) in Principles to Actions: 
Ensuring Mathematical Success for All, especially the Teaching and Learning Principle, the eight Mathematics 
Teaching Practices that research indicates must be consistent components of every lesson, and concrete teacher 
and student actions. Participants will build their understanding of the Mathematics Teaching Practices and how 
they can (through supervision and other supports) promote teacher-learning to help better engage students in 
deeper learning. 
 
Course 3: Looking into mathematics classrooms through the lens of the Danielson Framework 
(One full day – February 4, 2020 – ISBE approval for IAA Credit pending) * 
 
This course focuses on assessment literacy for the instructional leader as districts implement the CCSSM and the 
various assessments in their districts and schools. Participants will improve their ability to use appropriate 
assessments for designated purposes, analyze current assessments in their schools, understand high-quality 
assessments that measure deeper learning, and recognize and avoid common pitfalls when supporting the use of 
assessment data. Two key questions structure the course: “What constitutes a high-quality assessment?” and 
“What are we learning from assessment data, and how can we use it to support improved student learning?”   
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Course 4: Meeting the needs of all learners  
(One half day — March 3, 2020— No Administrator Academy credit) 
 
This session will provide the opportunity for administrators to support teachers to meet the needs of diverse 
learners through research-based practices and the use of high-quality tasks. During the session, administrators 
will examine strategies teachers may use to differentiate lessons to meet the low threshold/high ceiling needs of 
varied learners. They will also explore interventions that can be used to address mathematics gaps. They will 
consider their roles as instructional leaders and ways they can support this work in their schools and classrooms.  
 
Course 5: Reflecting, setting goals, and making plans for mathematics improvement 
(One full day — April 21, 2020 — ISBE approval for IAA Credit pending) * 
 
To ensure a high-quality mathematics program, other supports must enable effective teaching and meaningful 
learning. We will explore the essential elements of access and equity, curriculum, assessment, professionalism, 
and tools and technology from Principles to Actions. Participants will reflect on their school’s current state, 
investigate obstacles, and learn methods to articulate goals and to develop plans with actions by various 
stakeholders. (For participants not eligible for Illinois Administrator Academy credit, CPDUs will be provided.) 
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SESSION TIMES, LOGISTICS, LOCATIONS, and REGISTRATION 
 

Courses 2, 3 and 5 will meet from 8:30 AM to 3:30 PM, with lunch provided. 
Courses 1 and 4 will meet from 8:30 AM to 11:30 AM, with breakfast provided.   
 

Location 
District 218 Academy 
10701 South Kilpatrick Avenue, Oak Lawn, Il 60453 
 

For participants from districts in the Mathematics PD Consortium, all courses are free. Session registration is 
available at MCMIAdmin.eventbrite.com. Please contact Jean Goldrich at sutow@uic.edu or 312-413-1733 with 
any questions. (Sessions without a minimum number of participants registered may be cancelled.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


